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Interstellar Screen Play
The new sci-fi thriller 'Voyagers' explores the complexities of carrying out a multi-generational interstellar journey.
Voyage of the Interstellar Apes: A Q&A With Director Neil Burger
In a recent conversation, actor Colin Farrell opened up about his role in upcoming film Voyagers, the script reading and more. Read on.
Colin Farrell Opens Up The Script Reading Of Voyagers: “It Was A Page-Turner! It Was Very Unusual”
Following his turn as Ron Stallworth in Spike Lee’s BlacKkKlansman, John David Washington scored the opportunity to work with director Christopher
Nolan on his latest movie, Tenet. For more than two ...
How Christopher Nolan And His Batman-Themed Office Contributed To One 'The Happiest Moments' Of John David Washington's Life
Hollywood star Colin Farrell says the script of his upcoming sci-fi thriller "Voyagers" was quite a page-turner. "Voyagers" tells the story of 30 men
and women sent on an interstellar mission to save ...
Colin Farrell found Voyagers script a page-turner
and with the new film Voyagers —which features the filmmaker’s first original screenplay since 2008’s The Lucky Ones—Burger plunges full-on into
sci-fi with a space-based thriller that takes some ...
Voyagers Review: Horny Sci-Fi Movie Needs a Time-Out
Voyagers” is a slow chaotic descent into madness with a helter-skelter conduction of plot. The following review contains spoilers for “Voyagers.”
April 9, ...
Film Review: “Voyagers”
A new TV series chronicling the tumultuous relationship of ‘70s country-music power couple George Jones and Tammy Wynette is preparing to shoot
in the Wilmington area.
TV series ‘George & Tammy,’ chronicling lives of country music legends, to film in Wilmington
A crew from Netflix was in Fairfield on Monday to film part of the upcoming thriller, "The Good Nurse." The movie, which will star Eddie Redmayne
and Jessica Chastain, is based on the true story of ...
Netflix Movie Filming In Fairfield
"The Good Nurse," a Netflix movie starring Eddie Redmayne and Jessica Chastain, has begun filming in Stamford, according to city officials.
Netflix Thriller Begins Filming In Stamford
The gatekeepers at HBO Max have one of the deepest catalogs of any streaming service, thanks in large part to their access to libraries from Warner
Brothers, TCM, and Studio Ghibli, along with being ...
The 30 Best Horror Movies on HBO Max
The film is more frustrating than anything else – it had the opportunity to say so much but ends up doing very little at all ...
Thunder Force review: Netflix’s superhero comedy squanders an important opportunity
How well does Inception fit into the Science Fiction genre? Rumor has it, Christopher Nolan, - now 45 and director of many big budget Holly Wood
films such as; the Batman movies; Interstellar; Man of ...
How Well Does Inception Fit Into Science Fiction
When Thunder Force's trailer first debuted, it seemed like fans of the impeccably talented Melissa McCarthy and Octavia Spencer held a collective
breath – the trailer was, for lack of a kinder phrase, ...
Melissa McCarthy and Octavia Spencer's Thunder Force on Netflix is surprisingly fun
It all opens with a snappy, comic book-styled animation sequence that sets up the world in 1983, when a series of “interstellar cosmic rays ... A
series of contrivances — Falcone’s script never ...
‘Thunder Force’ Review: Melissa McCarthy and Octavia Spencer Need More Silly in Superhero Comedy
Before he became one of Hollywood's leading men, before the Oscar for best actor in 2014 and he went Interstellar on the silver screen, Matthew
McConaughey was learning his craft and, in fact, ...
Matthew McConaughey: How actor's wife 'injected' soccer into his blood
Jar Jar Binks is one of the most controversial characters in the Star Wars canon. Why is he so hated? We're here with all the details on the clumsy
Gungan.
The Untold Truth Of Jar Jar Binks
The “Airplane!” school of chock-full-of-jokes conceptual parody, with its fourth-wall-smashing stupido-smart goofiness, had a pretty impressive run. It
ruled for several decades, spawning everything ...
‘Thunder Force’ Review: Melissa McCarthy and Octavia Spencer in a Superhero Satire That Never Threatens to Rock the Genre
You need a smart script, artful direction ... She also cites Hans Zimmer's Interstellar score, as well as Taxi Driver and Joker, as seminal, personal
favourites.
'This Is Properly The Dream Come True' - This Year's BAFTA Host Edith Bowman Talks Music In Film
However, one needs to be careful not to cross the subtle border with Science Fiction. ‘Warp drive’ by way of example, is an interesting invention of
Sci.Fi., but unfortunately, with no basis in ...
On the border between Science and Science Fiction
Our focus for this “Getting to Know” installment is on our youngest subject to date. Logan Alexander Marshall won’t turn 21 until October. But age
has never been an obstacle for the budding ...
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